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Today’s Menu: 

  Start talking about memory systems 

  First topic:  Basic Memory Technology 
  SRAM--Static RAM 
  DRAM--Dynamic RAM 

  Second topic: Cache Basics 

CPU MEM 
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Memory 

  OK, 2 big questions for an architect 
  What’s inside current memory technology 
  Why should we care?  … how do the technology details impact architecture and CPU 

design decisions? 

 

  At its simplest, any memory is a 2D array of stored bits 

CPU MEM 
What’s inside? 
 
Why/how does this affect us? 

MEM 
4 bit address 
A3 A2 A1 A0 
 0    1    1     0 01 

10 

1 
Data bit or word 
Accessed (read it, write it) 

Speed and size tradeoffs 
impact architecture. Can’t 
have both big and fast. 
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Memory 2D Array Issues: Decoders 
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Array-Structured Memory Architecture 

  If you have 1M 1-bit words, you don’t want a 1M x 1 2D array 
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Amplify swing to
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Selects appropriate
word
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Memory Technologies 
  Random Access Memories  

  DRAM: Dynamic Random Access Memory 
  High density, low power, cheap, slow 
  Dynamic: needs to be “refreshed” regularly 

  SRAM: Static Random Access Memory 
  Low density, high power, expensive, fast 
  Static: content will last “forever”(until lose power) 

  What gets used where? 
  Main memory is DRAM:  you need it big, so you need it cheap 
  CPU cache memory is SRAM:  you need it fast, so it’s more expensive, so it’s smaller 

than you would usually want due to resource limitations 

  Relative performance 
  Size: DRAM/SRAM:    4-8x bigger for DRAM  
  Cost/Cycle time: SRAM/DRAM:  8-16x faster, more $$$ for SRAM 
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Illustrative Analogy… 

This is your CPU 
You want it fast 

This is your CPU’s 
Main memory subsystem 
You want it big 

Too bad we don’t have any single technology 
that can deliver both big and fast… 
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About Memory Technology   

  SRAM 
  More like a flip flop, at circuit level 
  Uses more transistors per bit than a DRAM 
  Static  means “I write a bit, and it stays there.  Period” 
  Fast, larger silicon area, more $$$ 

  DRAM 
  Not at all like a flip flop. 
  Basically, a teeny tiny capacitor and a switch 
  Uses fewer transistors per bit than SRAM 
  Dynamic means “I write a bit, and if I ignore it long enough, it will evaporate” 
  Dynamic also means “I read a bit, and then I have to write it back to make sure it is 

still correctly stored there” 
  Slower, smaller silicon area, less $$$ 
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A Multicore Die Photo from IBM

IBM’s Xenon chip 
with 3 PowerPC 
cores
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This Unit: Caches and Memory Hierarchies

• Memory hierarchy

• Basic concepts

• SRAM technology

• Transistors and circuits

• Cache organization

• ABC

• CAM (content associative memory)

• Classifying misses

• Two optimizations

• Writing into a cache

• Some example calculations

Application
OS

FirmwareCompiler

I/O

Memory

Digital Circuits

Gates & Transistors

CPU
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Implementing Big Storage Arrays

• Register file: bits as flip-flops, read ports as muxes

• Not realistic, even if we replace muxes with tri-state buffers

• MIPS register file: each read port is a 32-bit 32-to-1 mux?

• Just routing the wires would be a nightmare

• What about a cache? each read port is a 1024-to-1 mux?  Yuck!

RS1

RS1VAL

RS2VAL

RS2RDWE

RDVAL
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SRAM

• Reality: large storage arrays implemented in “analog” way

• Bits as cross-coupled inverters, not flip-flops

• Inverters: 2 gates = 4 transistors per bit

• Flip-flops: 8 gates =~32 transistors per bit

• Ports implemented as shared buses called bitlines (next slide)

• Called SRAM (static random access memory)

• “Static” ! a written bit maintains its value (but still volatile)

• Example: storage array with two 2-bit words

Word 0

Word 1
Bit 0Bit 1
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• To write (a 1):

1. Drive bit lines (bit=1, bit=0)

2. Select row

• To read:

1. Pre-charge bit and bit to Vdd (set to 1)

2. Select row

3. Cell pulls one line lower (pulls towards 0)

4. Sense amp on column detects difference between bit and bit

bit bit

word6-Transistor SRAM Cell

bit bit

word
(row select)

10

0 1

Static RAM Cell
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Classical DRAM Organization (square) 
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RAM Cell 
  Array 

word (row) select 
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  Row and Column Address together:  
  Select (the right number of) bits a time 

Each intersection represents 
a 1-T DRAM Cell 
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Example: Building a Memory 

MUX 
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8-bit data bus 

4-bit 
binary 
address 
bus 

1-hot row 
enables 

8-bit data 
output 

Bits 
0-2 

Bit 3 

Array of SRAM Cells 
(Each box stores 1 
bit) 

Read 
Address 12 
= 1100 

Bit 3 = 1 

0 1 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 
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7 

100 binary = 
00010000 
1-hot 

1100 

Once you’ve read out the row 
the column select is fast. (CAS) 

Changing rows 
(RAS) is much 
slower. 
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DRAM Performance 

  A 60 ns (tRAC) DRAM can…  
  …perform a row access only every 110 ns (tRC)  
  …perform column access (tCAC) in 15 ns… 
  … but time between successive column accesses is at least 35 ns (tPC).  
  (In practice, external address delays and bus wire delays make it 40 to 50 ns) 

  Consequence 

MEM 
4 bit address 
A3 A2 A1 A0 
 0    1    0    0 
             0    1 
             1    0 

00 01 10 … 

1 

Same row,  
different columns 
--accessed faster 

01 2 3 
MEM 

4 bit address 
A3 A2 A1 A0 
 0    1    0    0 
 1    0      
 1    1      

00 01 10 … 

1 

Different rows,  
any columns 

--accessed slower 

01 
2 
3 

10 
11 
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DRAM History 

  DRAMs: capacity +60%/yr, cost –30%/yr 
  2.5X cells/area, 1.5X die size in -3 years 
  ‘97 DRAM fab line costs $1B to $2B 
  Commodity industry:  high-volume, low-profit/part, conservative 

  Problems 
  They’re big and cheap, but they’re still SLOW 
  SLOW is increasingly the difficult problem… 
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  Exponential growth in size (bits/chip) 
  Only linear improvement in speed 

DRAM Trends 
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Technology Trends  

                     DRAM 
Year  Size  Cycle Time 
1980  64 Kb  250 ns 
1983  256 Kb  220 ns 
1986  1 Mb  190 ns 
1989  4 Mb  165 ns 
1992  16 Mb  145 ns 
1995  64 Mb  120 ns 

          Capacity   Speed (latency) 
Logic:   2x  in  3 years   2x  in 3 years 
DRAM:  4x  in  3 years   2x  in 10 years 
Disk:   4x  in  3 years   2x  in 10 years 

1000:1! 2:1! 
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Results 

In contrast, accessing an on-chip memory
costs 250 times less energy per bit. For
GPU performance to continue to grow,
researchers and engineers must find meth-
ods of increasing off-die memory band-
width, reducing chip-to-chip power, and
improving data access efficiency. Table 2
shows projected bandwidth and energy
for a main-memory DRAM interface. Dra-
matic circuit improvements in the DRAM
interface are possible by evolving known
techniques to provide 50 Gbps per pin at
4.5 pJ/bit. Although these improvements
will alleviate some of the memory band-
width pressure, further innovation in low-
energy signaling, packaging, and bandwidth
utilization will be critical to future system
capability.

Packaging. Promising technologies include
multichip modules (MCMs) and silicon
interposers that would mount the GPU
and DRAM die on the same substrate.
Both technologies allow for finer pitch
interconnects, and the shorter distances
allow for smaller pin drivers. 3D chip stack-
ing using through-silicon vias (TSVs) has
potential in some deployments but is un-
likely to provide the tens of gigabytes of ca-
pacity directly connected to a GPU that
high-performance systems would require.
3D stacking is most promising for creating
dense DRAM cubes, which could be
stacked on an interposer or MCM. Also
possible are systems that combine GPU
and DRAM stacking with interposers to
provide nonuniform latency and bandwidth
to different DRAM regions.

Bandwidth utilization. Several strategies
can potentially improve bandwidth utiliza-
tion, such as improving locality in the data
stream so that it can be captured on chip
by either hardware- or software-managed
caches; eliminating overfetch or the fetching
of data from DRAM that is not used
in the processor chip; and increasing the

mmi2011050007.3d 19/9/011 17:53 Page 10

Table 2. Projected bandwidth and energy for main-memory DRAM.

2010 2017

DRAM process technology 45 nm 16 nm

DRAM interface pin bandwidth 4 Gbps 50 Gbps

DRAM interface energy 20 to 30 pJ/bit 2 pJ/bit

DRAM access energy6 8 to 15 pJ/bit 2.5 pJ/bit
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Figure 1. GPU processor and memory-system performance trends. Initially, memory

bandwidth nearly doubled every two years, but this trend has slowed over the past few

years. On-die GPU performance has continued to grow at about 45 percent per year for

single precision, and at a higher rate for double precision.

....................................................................
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...............................................................................................................................................................................................
GPUS VS. CPUS

S. Keckler, et. al. “GPUs and the Future of Parallel Computing.” IEEE Micro, Sept/Oct 2011.  

    Single-precision performance 
    Double-precision performance 
    Memory bandwidth 
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DRAM: Organizational Changes 

  Modest organizational innovations in last 20 years 
  Example: Synchronous DRAM, Rambus DRAM 
  Basically changes in how signaling occurs 
  Leverage the fact that an entire row gets read every RAS cycle 

  More recent focus on radical signaling changes 
  Gbit signaling over essentially narrow (sometimes 1-bit serial), super-fast lines. 
  Example:  RAMBUS.   10X bandwidth, +30% cost 

  But… too expensive. 
  What circuit designers worry about here (in order):  (1) Cost/bit ,(2) Capacity 
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New Signaling Conventions 

  Each row access accesses a lot of data 
  Stored in the sense amps 

  Can you get lots of that data across? 
  Without costing a lot of pins 

  Idea: put a little more smarts in the DRAM chip 
  Ask for a “burst” or “packet” of data 
  4-256 words on the bus 
  Don’t re-transfer address 
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Memory Technology Summary 
  RAM comes in many flavors 

  2 big ones:  SRAM vs DRAM 
  SRAM:  fast, expensive, larger silicon footprint. 
  DRAM:  slow, cheap, smaller silicon footprint 
  Use SRAM in fast caches.  Use DRAM in main memory 

  DRAM comes in many flavors 
  DRAM optimized for capacity more than for speed 
  Secondarily, DRAM is optimized for different signaling modes to speed access 
  “Strange” signaling is common.  Most common is need to save pins and send row-address and col-

address on same wires.  Leads to RAS CAS timing stuff. 

  DRAM is not growing as fast as logic 
  Processors are getting faster faster than DRAM 
  This is made worse by multicore (2x cores = 2x required bandwidth) 
  This is known as “the memory wall” 
  Need new architectures and programming techniques to continue scaling performance 
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Importance of Memory System 

  Every instruction makes at least one memory reference 
  Which is? 
  fetching the instruction 

  Load and store instructions make memory references too 
  on “average,” about 1/3 of a program’s instructions are loads or stores 
  typical application has 2 loads for every store 

  Example:   A = B + C 
Load     R1 <-- B 
Load  R2 <-- C 
Add  R3 <-- R1 + R2 
Store  R3 --> A 

  Some software, such as the operating system, executes about the same number of loads 
and stores 

  Sensitivity to memory system depends on your application! 
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Importance of Memory System (cont.) 

  A program’s memory references often determines the ultimate 
performance of a program 
  Small, computationally intensive programs make few memory references  

  These program’s run time is bounded by the speed of the processor (i.e., ALU, 
registers, floating point unit, etc.) 

  Examples of computationally intensive programs are: 
  Encryption 
  Digital media (e.g., mpeg, jpeg) 
  Some scientific computation 

  Many other types of applications rely heavily on the memory system 
  Program run time is bounded by the speed of the memory system 
  Examples of memory intensive programs are: 

  Operating system 
  Database 
  Web browser 

Compute Bound: 
Faster CPUFaster 

Memory Bound: 
Faster CPUNothing 
(Still waiting for memory) 
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µProc 
60%/yr. 
(2X/1.5yr) 

DRAM 
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Performance Impact of Memory 

  Two examples 
  First, assume 1 cycle to memory on every memory access 
  Next, assume 4 cycles to memory on every load or store access (but still 1 cycle for 

instruction fetches) 

lw  r2,0x20 
lw  r3,0x30 
add  r1,r2,r3 
sw  r1,0x40 
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Performance Impact of Memory 

  Two examples 
  First, assume 1 cycle to memory on every memory access 

  Assume a multi-cycle implementation: 
  sw/add  take 4 cycles each 
  lw  takes 5 cycles 
  Total # cycles = 5 + 5+ 4+ 4 = 18 cycles 

lw  r2,0x20 
lw  r3,0x30 
add  r1,r2,r3 
sw  r1,0x40 
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Performance Impact of Memory 

  Two examples 
  Next, assume 4 cycles to memory (3 more than before) on every load or store access 

(but still 1 cycle for instruction fetches) 

 
  Assume a multi-cycle implementation: 

  add  takes 4 cycles 
  sw  takes 3 cycles more: 4 + 3 = 7 cycles 
  lw  takes 3 cycles more: 5 + 3 = 8 cycles 
  Total # cycles = 7 + 5+ 8+ 8 = 28 cycles 
  This is a ~60% increase in execution time! 

lw  r2,0x20 
lw  r3,0x30 
add  r1,r2,r3 
sw  r1,0x40 
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Example 1 (memory is 1 cycle) 

REG IM DM ALU Reg 

Clock 
Cycle 1 

Clock 
Cycle 2 

Clock 
Cycle 3 

Clock 
Cycle 4 

Clock 
Cycle 5 

Clock 
Cycle 6 

Clock 
Cycle 7 

lw  r2,0x20 
 
 
lw  r3,0x30 
 
 
add  r1,r2,r3 
 
 
sw  r1,0x40 

REG IM DM ALU Reg 

REG IM DM ALU Reg 

Time 

REG IM DM ALU Reg 

Clock 
Cycle 8 
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Example 1 (again, simpler drawing) 

lw  r2,0x20 
 
lw  r3,0x30 
 
add  r1,r2,r3 
 
sw  r1,0x40 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

F D A M W 

F D A M W 

F D A M W 

F D A M W 
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Example 2 (memory is 4 cycles now) 

lw  r2,0x20 
 
lw  r3,0x30 
 
add  r1,r2,r3 
 
sw  r1,0x40 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 

F D A M S S S 

F D A - - - 

W 

M S S S W 

F D - - - - - - - 

F - - - D - - - A M S S S W 

  With 1-cycle memory system, program took 8 cycles 
  CPI = 8 cycles / 4 instructions = 2.0 
  With lots more instructions, CPI would approach 1.0 

  With 4-cycle memory system, program takes 18 cycles 
  CPI = 17  cycles / 4 instructions = 4.5 
  Doesn’t include instruction fetch penalty found in real memory system 

A M W 

18 

Remember the bit 
about “if you can keep 
the pipeline full?” 
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Solution: Memory Hierarchy 

  Goal: Illusion of a fast, large and cheap memory system. 
  Method: Memory hierarchy. 

Control 

Datapath 

Memory 

Processor 

M
em

ory 

Memory 
Memory 

M
em

ory 

Fastest Slowest 

Smallest Biggest 

Highest Lowest 

Speed: 
Size: 

Cost: 
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Why Hierarchy Works 

  The Principle of Locality: 
  Program accesses a relatively small portion of the address space at any instant 

of time. 

Address Space 0 2^n - 1 

Probability 
of reference 

  Locality and Hierarchy: 
  Provide the reality of a fast, large, and cheap memory system  

-- most of the time. 
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Memory Hierarchy of a Modern Computer System 
  By taking advantage of the principle of locality: 

  Present the user with as much memory as is available in the cheapest technology. 
  Provide access at the speed offered by the fastest technology. 

Control 

Datapath 

Secondary 
Storage 
(Disk) 

Processor 

R
egisters 

Main 
Memory 
(DRAM) 

Shared 
Cache 

(SRAM) 

Local 
C

ache 

1s 10,000,000s (10s ms) Speed (ns): 10-50 100s 5-10 

100s Ts Size (bytes): Ms Gs Ks 
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Memory Hierarchy and Typical Access Times 
  Fast memory is usually  

very expensive and small 
  Expensive because it requires chip area 

and special board design 
  Small because the larger memory gets, the 

longer it takes for electrical signals to travel 

Registers 
Cache 
(SRAM) 

Main Memory (DRAM) 

Disk 

Type of Memory !Typical Size !Typical Speed (latency) !Typical Bandwidth!
Registers !32* 4 Bytes !CPU Speed (< 300 ps) !~100 GB/second!
Level 1 Cache !< 64 kB !CPU speed (< 2 ns) !~40 GB/ second!
Level 2 Cache !< 32 MB !5 - 20 cycles !~20 GB/second!
Main Memory !> 4 Gigabyte !100-200 cycles !< 10 GB/ second!
Disk !> 100 Gigabytes !10,000,000 cycles !50-200 MB/ second!
Network !------------ !~100’s - 100,000 cycles !100 MBits - 1 Gigabit / second!
Bus !------------- !~100 cycles !5 GB/ second!

Mega = 1,000,000 
Giga = 1,000,000,000 

fast 

slow 
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Multicore Memory Systems 

Intel Nehalem Memory Hierarchy (3GHz) 

D. Molka, et. al., Memory Performance and Cache Coherency Effects on an Intel Nehalem Multiprocessor System, PACT 2009. 

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 Latency 
(cycles) 

190 

DRAM 
 

L3 L2 L1 

Core 

Core 

Core 

Core 

Latency to DRAM: 
200 cycles 

Latency to private L1: 
4 cycles 

Bandwidth to DRAM: 
4-8 bytes/cycle total 

1-2 bytes/cycle per core 
Bandwidth to Private L1: 
15 bytes/cycle per core 
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Measuring Memory System Performance 

(a) Exclusive cache lines (b) Modified cache lines

Figure 3. Read bandwidth of core 0 accessing cache lines of core 0 (local), core 1 (on die) or core 4 (via QPI)

VI. BANDWIDTH RESULTS

Each core of an Intel Nehalem processor has one 128 bit
write port and one 128 bit read port [6] to the L1 cache.
At a core clock rate of 2.933 GHz, this limits the available
L1 bandwidth to 46.9 GB/s per direction (read/write). The
L2 caches have 256 bit interfaces used for both reading and
writing, as has the L3 cache. However, the latter is shared
between all four cores of one processor.

All cache lines accessed by a core are placed in its
L1 cache. Moreover, the Nehalem microarchitecture imple-
ments a write-allocate cache policy (except for non-temporal
stores [6]). Any write access to a cache line that is not
present in a local cache triggers a read for ownership before
actually writing the cache line.

Main memory is the lowest level of the memory sub-
system that we analyze with our benchmarks. Each triple-
channel integrated memory controller (IMC) has a theoreti-
cal peak bandwidth of 32 GB/s when equipped with DDR3-
1333 DIMMs.

The following Sections demonstrate the single- and mul-
ticore bandwidths that can be achieved practically.

A. Single-core Bandwidth
The results of our single-core bandwidth benchmarks

show the available transfer rate when accessing data located

Table IV
CORE 0 READ BANDWIDTH IN GB/S

Exclusive Modified
L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 RAM

Local 45.6 31.1 26.2 45.6 31.1
26.2 10.1

Core1 19.3 19.7 9.4 13.2
Core4 9.0 9.2 5.6 6.3

in certain cache levels of different cores. Section VI-B
discusses the main memory in more detail. We use our
designated cache flush routines (see Section IV) to ensure
that data is fetched or written back solely to the intended
cache level or main memory.

In Figure 3 we plot the read bandwidth over the memory
size for both exclusive and modified cache lines. Table IV
summarizes the data. The results for write bandwidths are
presented in Figure 4 and Table V.

The bandwidth to local caches is independent from
the coherency state of the accessed data. This is consistent
with our latency results. We measure an L1 bandwidth of
45.6 GB/s, nearly reaching theoretical peak performance.
Read and write bandwidth for L2 cache (31.1/28.8 GB/s)
and L3 cache (26.2/19.9 GB/s) cannot be derived from the
available documentation. We conclude that the non-optimal
bandwidths of lower cache levels mainly originate from
conflicts caused by simultaneous L1 accesses (Core accesses
L1, transfers between L1 and other caches/memory).

The write bandwidth is lower than the read bandwidth
as data is actually read before it can be written, effectively
doubling the amount of transferred data. However, the write
performance only suffers a minor penalty, especially in the
L2 cache. The 256 bit interfaces of both the L2 and L3 cache
clearly pay off and prevent larger write penalties.

Table V
CORE 0 WRITE BANDWIDTH IN GB/S

Exclusive Modified
L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 RAM

Local 45.6 28.8 19.9 45.6 28.8
19.9 8.4

Core1 23.4 22.2 17.6 9.4 13.0
Core4 9.0 8.3 9.6 5.5

!"!!""

Authorized licensed use limited to: Stockholm University Trial User. Downloaded on February 2, 2010 at 05:45 from IEEE Xplore.  Restrictions apply. 

(a) Exclusive cache lines (b) Modified cache lines

Figure 2. Read latencies of core 0 accessing cache lines of core 0 (local), core 1 (on die) or core 4 (via QPI)

The latencies to other cores on the same processor
strongly depend on the cache line’s coherency state. The
latency for unmodified cache lines in other cores is inde-
pendent of the cache level since the inclusive L3 cache can
answer all requests. Shared cache lines (two or more core
valid bits set) can be accessed within 13 ns. The L3 cache
contains a valid copy and will immediately respond to a
request without snooping other cores. In contrast, exclusive
cache lines (one core valid bit set) may have been modified
in a higher level cache, forcing the L3 cache to check the
coherency state in the core. This snoop results in a 9.2 ns
penalty that increases the latency to 22.2 ns. Due to the silent
eviction from higher level caches, this penalty even occurs
for cache lines only present in the L3 cache.

For requests to modified cache lines (see Figure 2b), the
data has to be gathered from the cache that contains the
latest copy. The eviction of modified cache lines from a
higher level requires a write-back to the L3 cache that will
also update the core valid bits. Therefore, the L3 cache can
deliver these cache lines with the lowest latency (13 ns).
Data that are still present in higher cache levels (indicated
by the core valid bit) are requested from the L2 or L1 cache,
thus resulting in a higher latency (25.5 or 28.3 ns). Evidently
the shared L3 cache serves as the central and single unit for
on-chip inter-core data transfers.

The latencies to the other processor include an addi-
tional penalty for the data transfer via QPI. For exclusive
cache lines the whole access includes a snoop of one core
in the other processor and requires 63 ns. This is a penalty
of 41 ns compared to the local access (22.2 ns). The latency
for shared cache lines is slightly lower (58 ns). Again, the
L3 cache can directly answer request for shared cache lines.
However, the QPI penalty of 45 ns compared to the local
access (13 ns) is 4 ns higher than for exclusive cache lines.
The latency for modified cache lines exceeds 100 ns. This
occurs due to write-backs to main memory that are required
by the cache coherency protocol.

The latency to main memory is 65 ns for local accesses.
The QPI penalty of 41 ns increases the total latency to 106 ns
when remote memory is accessed. A slowly increasing
latency for memory sizes that exceed 64 MiB shows the
effect of insufficient L1 data TLB entries.

In general, the main memory latency is:

lram = lL3miss (+lQPI) + lIMC/DIMM .

The absolute values strongly depend on the actual test
system, e.g. the processor’s core and uncore frequency. In
our case, the formula looks as follows:

lram = 13ns (+41ns) + 52ns.

Table III
READ LATENCIES OF CORE 0, ALL RESULTS IN NANOSECONDS (CYCLES)

Exclusive cache lines Modified cache lines Shared cache lines
Source L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 L1 L2 L3 RAM
Local 1.3 (4) 3.4 (10) 13.0 (38) 1.3 (4) 3.4 (10)

13.0 (38)
1.3 (4) 3.4 (10) 13.0 (38)

65.1
Core1 (on die) 22.2 (65) 28.3 (83) 25.5 (75) 13.0 (38)
Core4 (QPI) 63.4 (186) 102 - 109 58.0 (170) 106.0

!"#!"#
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Bandwidth Latency 

L2 Cache 

L1 Cache 

L3 Cache 

DRAM 

D. Molka, et. al., Memory Performance and Cache Coherency Effects on an Intel Nehalem Multiprocessor System, PACT 2009. 
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Memory Hierarchy: How Does it Work? 
  Temporal Locality (Locality in Time): 

=> If an item is referenced, the same item will tend to be referenced again soon 
=> Keep most recently accessed data items closer to the processor 

  Spatial Locality (Locality in Space): 
=> If an item is referenced, nearby items will tend to be referenced soon 
=> Move recently accessed “blocks” (groups of contiguous words) closer to proc.  
 

  “Block” (or “line”) - minimum unit of data between 2 levels 
Lower Level 

Memory Upper Level 
Memory 

To Processor 

From Processor 
Blk X 

Blk Y 

Example: 
L1-cache 

Example: 
L2-cache 

Move data in blocks rather 
than bytes. (More efficient 
if blocks are larger.) Typical 
block is 64 bytes. 
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Memory Hierarchy: Terminology 
  Hit: data appears in some block in the upper level (e.g. Block X)  

  Hit Rate:  the fraction of memory accesses found in the upper level 
  Hit Time:  Time to access the upper level which consists of 

  RAM access time + Time to determine hit/miss 

  Miss: data needs to be retrieved from a block in the lower level 
(e.g. Block Y) 
  Miss Rate   = 1 - (Hit Rate) 
  Miss Penalty:  Time to replace a block in the upper level  +  

                     Time to deliver the block to the processor 

  Hit Time << Miss Penalty 
Lower Level 

Memory Upper Level 
Memory 

To Processor 

From Processor 
Blk X 

Blk Y 
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Cache Memory 

  Insert high-speed SRAM memory 
between DRAM and CPU 
  Called a “cache” 
  Runs at the speed of processor 

 Typical latency of 1 or 2 cycles 
  Typically 32K-bytes to 24M-bytes in size 

  Caches hold a portion of a program’s 
instructions and data 

  Usually cannot hold a program’s 
entire “working set”  
  ie, all its instructions and all its  
data 

CPU 

DRAM Memory 
 
 

Low speed 
Low bandwidth 

Cache  
Memory 

High bandwidth 
High speed 
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Basic Cache Design 
  Cache only holds a portion of a  

program 
  Which part of the program does the cache 

contain? 
  Cache holds most recently accessed 

references 
  Cache is divided into units called 

cache blocks (also known as cache 
“lines”), each block holds a 
contiguous set of memory addresses 

  How does the CPU know which part of the 
program the cache is holding? 

  Each cache block has extra bits, 
called the cache tag, which holds the 
main memory address of the data in 
the block 

CPU 

 
 

DRAM Memory 

 
 

2-block cache 

0x00000000   
... 

  
 
0xFFFFFFFC   

block 0 
block 1 

Tag  Data 
 
 

 
 

block size (bytes) 
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Summary 

  Memory Systems 
  SRAM (small, fast, expensive) vs. DRAM (big, slow, cheap) 
  Memory is not getting faster at the same rate as processors 

  Hierarchy: Create the illusion of big and fast  
  Use some components that are big 
  Some components that are fast 

  Locality: The characteristic that allows hierarchy to work 

  The four questions…  
  more later... 


